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ABSTRACT In this paper we present a real-time object tracking system for monocular video sequences with static camera. The work ﬂow is based on a pixel-based foreground detection system followed by foreground object tracking. The foreground detection method performs the segmentation in three levels: Moving Foreground, Static Foreground and Background level. The tracking uses the foreground segmentation for identifying the tracked objects, but minimizes the reliance on the foreground segmentation, using a modiﬁed Mean Shift tracking algorithm. Combining this tracking system with the Multi-Level foreground segmentation, we have improved the tracking results using the classiﬁcation in static or moving objects. The system solves successfully a high percentage of the moving objects occlusions, and most of the occlusions between static and moving objects. Index Terms— Foreground Segmentation, tracking, MultiLevel, Mean-Shift



• It allows to differentiate Moving Objects from Static Objects, classifying pixels in: Background, Moving Foreground and Static Foreground. • The combination of the mean shift tracking with the foreground segmentation has advantages over methods that are only based on mean shift [4](by elliminating the background in the estimation procedure) and methods that only use the connected components (because an object can be associated to several connected components)[3]. • It can solve a high percentage of the occlusion situations between moving objects. • It solves most occlusion situations between moving objects and static objects. The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 explains the Multi Level foreground segmentation method. Section 3 presents the adapted Mean-Shift tracking system. Section 4 presents some results and Section 5 draws some conclusions.



1. INTRODUCTION Combining foreground detection algorithms with object tracking is a solution that several authors have employed in developing real-time tracking systems for static camera video sequences [1], [?], [2], [3]. As most of these algorithms, our system follows the following work ﬂow: Foreground Segmentation discriminates the pixels belonging to foreground objects minimizing false detections, generating the so called foreground blobs, and Objects Tracking assigns the detected blobs to objects with a label that characterizes them along the time. In this paper we propose to use a Multi-Level foreground segmentation method and the adaptation of the Mean Shift tracking algorithm [4] for its application in this context. Multi-Level Foreground segmentation [5], [6] has been developed to solve the usual objects detection situation in that both, moving and static objects, are grouped in the same category despite both have clear different motion characteristics. The Multi Level method allows us to discriminate the foreground moving objects from the foreground static objects, improving the features of the current foreground segmentation methods. The objects tracking system, based on a modiﬁed Mean Shift algorithm, avoids the erroneous objects’ detection due to a wrong object segmentation in more than one Connected Components, and solves successfully a high percentage of objects occlusion situations. Combining our Mean-Shift tracking method with the Multi Level foreground segmentation method, we have achieved a robust real time tracking system that presents the following improvements over the current state of the art: ∗ This work has been partially supported by the Spanish Administration agency CDTI, under project CENIT-VISION 2007-1007 and by the Spanish Ministerio de Educacin y Ciencia, under project TEC2007-66858
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2. MULTI LEVEL FOREGROUND SEGMENTATION We deﬁne as static foreground objects those objects that, after entering into the scene, reach a given position and then stop their motion. These objects usually re-start their motion after some period of time. Examples are cars in parking sequences, people in smart rooms, etc. Abandoned luggage is also static foreground that is interesting in some applications. The occlusions between moving and static foreground objects are common in all these scenarios. The static objects analysis with the current state of the art techniques [7], whether includes the static objects in the background, as in the widely used method of Stauffer and Grimson [8], or keeps the static object detection as normal foreground object without differentiating between static and moving objects, as in [9], [10]. The common approach to segmentation in multiple motion layers generally involves a global scene segmentation using motion estimation or appearance based features that implies a much higher computational cost. Layer-based motion analysis is usually based on estimating both the motions and the support of independent moving objects simultaneously based on the motion coherency across images. In these methods pixels are clustered in different image layers on the basis of their local or global features [11, 12]. The multi level segmentation that we perform, similarly to those used in [5], [6], makes the level assignment using only the temporal behavior of the individual pixel model. While [5] maintains two background images to perform background subtraction and use an accumulator for detectecing static zones, [6] is based on modeling pixel attributes in multi-modal distributions and pixel clustering. A counter is also used for detecting static objects. We propose in this
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paper to incorporate this framework in the widely used pixel modelling by gaussian models. The regions are constructed in the tracking stage of the system. This Multi-Level foreground segmentation allows us to differentiate the foreground objects state in static or moving, with a negligible computational overhead over pixel based background subtraction techniques. However, this classiﬁcation is crucial for an accurate tracking in video surveillance scenarios. 2.1. Multi-level probabilistic model The Multi-Level method is a foreground segmentation technique based on a statistical modeling of the pixels’ value Xt in the (i,j) coordinates. A probabilistic model is constructed for each possible pixel level: the background (Level 0), the static foreground (Level 1) and the moving foreground (Level 2). In the training stage the pixels’ background model is constructed, assuming that no foreground objects are present during this period (it can be just one frame). The model for Levels 1 and 2 will be created when the observed colors on a pixel do not correspond to the learned background model. All these models will be updated along the time. Background model. Although more complex models for each pixel’s level could be used, a Gaussian distribution in the RGB color space has proved to work efﬁciently in most considered scenarios. We consider non-correlated components and the same variance for every color: P (Xt ) =
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Where μ is the pixel mean value, σ 2 is the variance, and Xt is the input pixel’s value. Based on the Running Gaussian average model [9], we have used the input value matching criterion. We ﬁrst initialize the background Gaussian (μ and σ 2 ) with initial training values. After that, at each frame t, the Xt pixel’s value can be classiﬁed as background if the next inequality holds: |Xt − μi,t | < k σi,t



(2)



Where k is a threshold factor. When a pixel value matches this model, the probabilistic model is updated in order to adapt it to progressive image variations. The update for each pixel is as follows: μt = (1 − ρ)μt−1 + ρXt σt2



= (1 −



2 ρ)σt−1



• The pixel value matches the background model or a static foreground model if it exists: the matching model is updated and the counter of the foreground model is decreased. • The pixel value does not match with any of the existing models: The foreground model is re-initialized again, together with its counter. The possibility to distinguish between moving and static objects is based on the fact that when an object remains static, its pixels are all assigned to the same moving foreground model for a certain period of time, and thus the counter will increase. On the contrary, when an object is moving, its foreground pixel model needs to be re-initialized often in successive frames. Static Foreground model. When a moving foreground model has been observed in a pixel during a certain period of time, its counter will reach a ﬁxed threshold, and thus it will be considered as part of a static object. The probabilistic model of this pixel for the moving foreground is now transferred to the static foreground. That is, the Static Foreground model for this pixel will be a Gaussian model with the mean and variance of the corresponding moving foreground before the transfer. At this moment, the model of the pixel’s moving foreground is released, meaning that the pixel will have associated only a background and a static foreground model. If the new incoming pixels values do not match any of these models, the pixel will be considered as foreground, and a new foreground model will be created. This makes possible the detection of new foreground objects moving in front of the static objects. When the static object moves again, the background is uncovered. Thus, Xt will match the background. When this happens, the static level is released, so that other static objects can occupy this position in the future. 2.2. Multi-Level Foreground Segmentation Results In Figure 1, we can see the advantages of the Multi Level foreground segmentation. We use the following parameters: ρ = 0.01, k = 2.5, T = 50f rames, and a shadow-brightness correction that is presented in [13]. We can see in white the moving objects, and in gray the static objects. The distinction between moving and static objects allows us to recognize the moving objects that occlude static objects.
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Where ρ is the update rate. Moving Foreground model. When the pixel value at coordinates (i,j) Xt does not match with the background model (and neither the static foreground model once it has been created), it is assumed that it belongs to the foreground, following the common background subtraction techniques. A foreground model is created at this moment for the pixel (i,j), using the value of the pixel as mean value, and an initial variance. This model has associated a counter that is increased in the successive frames when the pixel (i,j) matches with the created foreground model. The matching criterion is the same than the one used for the foreground model. The following situations are possible: • The pixel value matches the foreground model: the counter is increased and the mean and the variance of the Gaussian which performs the foreground model are updated.
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Fig. 1: MultiLevel Result



3. MEAN-SHIFT BASED TRACKING SYSTEM WITH MULTILEVEL SEGMENTATION As we have mentioned in Section 1, we have developed the system using ﬁrsta Foreground Detection followed by Object Tracking. To detect the blobs (Connected Components or CC) corresponding to static and moving objects, we propose to use Multi-Level FG Segmentation. To track the objects, we have used the Mean-Shift algorithm developed in [4] with some modiﬁcations which include the



usage of the foreground segmentation to improve the tracking results. To handle the multi level tracking, we use a double objects register which manages the tracked objects state and their features. For the rest of this section we will indicate by CC those regions obtained in the foreground segmentation (they do not have a temporal correspondence). Once the tracking has been done, the detected regions have a temporal correspondence, and we will refer to them as Objects. 1: for all f rames do 2: Multilayer Foreground Segmentation 3: Detect Static CC > MinSize 4: Detect Moving CC > MinSize 5: for all StaticObjects do 6: if In Object area > 70% background then 7: StaticObject → M ovingObject 8: if Moving CC is detected in the StaticObject area then 9: StaticObject occluded by moving object → Don’t up10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23: 24: 25: 26:



date StaticObject if Static CC is detected in the StaticObject area then StaticObject remains static → Update StaticObject for all M ovingObjects do Mean-Shift centroid estimation over foreground pixels Set a rectagle of the size of the M ovingObject in the Object centroid estimation Associate to the M ovingObject all the Moving CC within this area. for all M ovingObjects do if No occlusion with other M ovingObjects then Update the M ovingObject features if Occlusion with other M ovingObject then Update only the centroid with the MS estimation for all StaticCC without StaticObject associated do if There is a M ovingObject in its area then M ovingObject → StaticObject for all M ovingCC without M ovingObject associated do if M ovingCC > MinSize then Create new M ovingObject to track Algorithm 1: System overview



We describe in the following the different steps of the system. - Foreground objects detection The masks produced in the multi level foreground segmentation for the moving foreground and the static foreground are ﬁltered with a morphological area opening in order to eliminate those connected components with an area smaller than a given threshold. This threshold depends on the size of the images and the application. Afterwards, the connected components are labeled, differentiating the connected components from the static foreground and the moving foreground levels. In this way, we obtain, for the image at time t a set of static CC and a set of moving CC. We now need to establish the correspondence between the detected CC at time t and the Objects at time t-1. A different process is carried out for the Static and the Moving Objects. For this aim, we carry a double register, one for the Moving Objects and one for the Static Objects, that maintain the updated information for any detected Object: centroid position, size, color histogram and counter of appearance. - Temporal association of Static Objects For the Static Object K at frame t-1 we check if within the area of this Object at frame t there is a static CC. In this case, the counter of Object K is increased. If there are not static CC in this area, two options are possi-
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ble: - The object has re-started its motion. We will take this decision if in this area there is more than 70% of background and the rest is moving foreground. In this situation the static object is moved to the moving objects register, keeping its tracking and its features. - The object has been occluded by a moving object. In this case we detect a moving object in the area of Static Object K. Smaller connected components of the static level can also be detected in this area. No action is taken in this case, in order to keep the tracking of the Moving Object that is occluding the Static Object, and maintain the Static Object information available. - Mean shift tracking of moving foreground Objects The temporal correspondence of the Moving Objects is performed using the adapted mean shift algorithm. We propose to restrict the information used by this algorithm to the pixels belonging to the moving foreground. That is, a mask is applied to the input image, setting to 0 all the background and static objects pixels. In this way, we avoid possible errors on the background area. As a result of this algorithm we obtain an estimation for the centroid of the object K at time t, with the warranty that within the area of the object K at this position there are one or more moving CC. We now need to take into account that in the foreground detection the objects are often detected in more than one Connected Components, due for instance to the similarity between the color of some parts of the object and the background. Our system associates to an object all the moving Connected Components that are included (totally or partially) in a rectangle of the size of the object and centered in the Mean-Shift position estimation. This prevents the appearance of new Objects due to small errors in the foreground detection, which is common in Connected Components based tracking systems [3]. The size, centroid position and histogram of the Moving Object K is now updated in its corresponding register, and the counter is increased. If two or more moving objects share the same Connected Components, we will enter an occlusion situation. In this case, only the centroid position and the counter are updated, using the result of the Mean Shift algorithm to estimate the position. Let us note that the collisions between moving and static Object do not interfere with the update of the Moving Objects, since the Static Objects are in a different level. Thus, this is analogue to the non occlusion situation. Finally, if an Object K has no CC associated, a Lost Object counter will be increased. When it reaches a given threshold, the Object K is eliminated from the register. - Detection of new Static and Moving Objects Those CC that have not been associated to any Objects are introduced in the corresponding registers as new Objects.



4. RESULTS The system has been tested on different scenarios. Examples of successfully solved conﬂicting situations are shown in Figures 2, 3, 4. In the ﬁgures, the objects have been marked with an enveloping rectangle, and they have an id number which allows us to know if the object tracking is correct. In sequence 2, we can see how the system solves successfully a moving objects occlusion between a person and a car. Sequence 3 shows the correct tracking in occlusion situation between a static and a moving car. In 4, we can see the results in a smart room. In all the sequences, the system tracking that we have developed avoids the initialization of false objects thanks to association of several CC’s to an object. The complete sequences are available in our web page http://gps-tsc.upc.es/imatge/ Montse/fg-track



Fig. 4: Smart Room. Occlusion between moving person and static person



Fig. 2: Occlusion between moving objects
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5. CONCLUSIONS The tracking system that we have presented in this paper, performs an accurate tracking that can differentiate moving and static objects, minimizes the false object detections, improves objects tracking in occlusion situations between moving objects, and solves all the situation between static and moving objects. These improvements are achieved thanks to the development of the Multi-Level Foreground segmentation method, and the development of a robust system which combines successfully Foreground segmentation with Mean-Shift, and using a double register objects management. The system is appropriate for real-time operation: analyzing an input video sequence of 352x264 pixels, using an Intel Core2 Duo 1.8GHz processor and 1 GB RAM we have obtained a speed processing of 6.7 frames/second. 6. REFERENCES [1] TP Chen and Haussecker et al., “Computer vision workload analysis: case study of video surveillance systems,” Intel Tech-
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